Mini Cotton Candy

LIST OF MATERIALS

- White paper cone (template below)
- Paint brush
- Blue or pink wool roving or cotton ball
- Tacky glue
- Paper clip or wire for stand

ASSEMBLE YOUR MINI COTTON CANDY

1. Cut out the cone template below.
2. Begin rolling the cone around the barrel of the paint brush to curve the paper.
   Roll the cone tight to form the stick of which will hold the cotton candy.
3. Glue the edge to secure.
4. Tease small pieces of the wool roving or the cotton ball to loosen and create the illusion of cotton candy.
5. Apply glue to the cone and attach the wool/cotton by loosely rolling it on the cone.
6. Add a dab of glue below the end of the wool roving to secure it in place.
7. Twist a paper clip or a small piece of coated wire to form a stand if desired.